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you can already download a config for asa_5505_8_2_upgrade#1 or choose the option to mark as read and return later. if you prefer to wait and read about this upgrade, read this guide: i only did a few minutes ago. clarity is
one of the cisco asa expert devices that provides different supported hardware and software versions in order to extend compatibility of hardware and software features. the aim of clarity is to build upon various architectural
configurations of the cisco asa security appliance: each clarity hardware platform is the cisco asa feature-rich security network security that provide a high performance security appliance with the new features or
enhancements. clarity is designed specifically for the advanced business and needs to secure a wide variety of networking and telecommunications environments including medium and large organizations that require highperformance, highly reliable security device.clarity hardware platforms include the: this website uses cookies to make the site more secure, offer better performance, and to deliver you necessary cookies. if you continue to
use this site, you agree to our use of cookies in accordance with our cookies policy. you can see how we use cookies in our privacy policy here. to determine if you can save your settings. how well does the 5505 stack up into
the 5506-times? you might think about the extra features on the 5506-times and decide if it's for you. i could not replace a 5506-times with just a 5505. for those who are thinking about getting one, then just get the
5506-times, this design is superior by a large margin. the primary difference is that the 5506-times license is time limited, so you must program the two features for the extended time period of your choice. this is not true
with the 5505 design. if you had a really lousy cisco asa 5505, which performed slower than a snail, you could simply spend the extra funding to buy the 5506-times license and then program it up for your extended time
period.
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but at least one out of the five time-based licenses is still valid. this license, however, does not expire at a
cisco asa upgrade. time-based licenses are always valid on cisco asa releases up to cisco asa software
release 12.2(24). as long as the asa is maintained, time-based licenses will remain valid even when the
system is upgraded to a later cisco asa version. once time-based licenses expire, they remain inactive until
you install a new license. if you apply a new license while the license count is zero (no valid licenses exist),
the system immediately uses the new license. if you install a new license with a valid license count, the
existing licenses expire and the new licenses count is added. new licenses expire just like time-based
licenses; you can calculate the exact time-based license time remaining with the atime (active time) of the
installed license. the automatic re-activation uses the stored time-based license parameters. in case of a
firmware or license upgrade, the automatic re-activation will re-use the temporary license until the next
license duration is reached. every license comes with a reminder mail, showing the license's expiration
time. you can always view the current license status by opening the system console. check the license
status under the license information page. you can change the expiration period to a custom time by
editing the time-based license in your profiles. the system console provides additional information to
determine how many licenses are currently active. when you receive the reminder email, you can react on
the server and renew the licenses if the license count is zero or renew the current license in case the
license count is not zero. peripheral licenses that have expired can also be refreshed with a new license.
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